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Monthly Meeting 8th October 2012
Dally Masaun, BHSEA Chair, welcomed Members to the meeting and extended
a particularly warm welcome to our visiting new Member:
 Paul Wilkins of St. Basil’s. Paul introduced himself and explained that St.
Basil’s is a Housing Association supporting young people. It has 28
properties, providing housing accommodation but also support in terms of
life skills training.
Apologies were received from Tim Prestage and Richard Habgood.
Dally reminded members that…..
BHSEA wants to hear from you……with ideas / suggestions for BHSEA
Programme meetings in 2013. Do you have an issue that you could talk
about at one of our meetings? Or a shorter presentation that could fill the
‘Member’s Corner’ slot (only 10 minutes)? Do you have a particular
health and safety topic that you would like BHSEA to address at a
meeting? Have you heard a good presentation recently? Can you
recommend a good speaker or a topic? Get in touch….
Dally went on to introduce the Speaker for today and his presentation:

Speaker:

Nick Williams,
DMW Environmental Safety Limited.
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‘Crucial Updates to Asbestos Legislation’

Nick began by explaining that he will be focussing today on the aspects of the
legislation that have changed and will include, at the end, the changes to
guidance on surveys. Nick said that his company, DMW Environmental Safety
Limited, is based in Wolverhampton and that they specialise in pathology issues
with asbestos forming 80% of their work. DMW have analysts country-wide.
Nick said that he was happy to take questions during his presentation rather
than wait until the end.
Bit of Background/Reminder:
Nick reminded us that asbestos is present in more than 3,000 domestic
products. The Building Research Establishment suggests that asbestos is still
present in 75% of buildings. It is not mined in the UK, but imported and used in
many products which are sold across the world. And yes! the UK kept a lot of
those products for our use.
In March 2000, asbestos was banned in all its forms. The law requires the
employer to identify the risks and to manage them. Newer buildings will have a
Construction Design and Management (CDM) file that should be checked prior
to carrying out work, and yet even after 2000, asbestos has been detected in
buildings. If it’s sealed and in good condition it is harmless. Problem is that you
can’t see or smell it.
Health Effects:
Between 4 and 5 thousand people still die every year due to asbestos
exposure. The size of asbestos fibres means that it gets into the lungs very
easily, where it causes scar tissue and tumours can develop. The lung tissue is
not only scarred but it also becomes rigid, thereby reducing the elasticity of the
lungs. Further, the amount of air that can be breathed in and expired is
reduced.
New cases of asbestosis are very rare because asbestosis is associated with
the ‘bad old days’ of dry stripping for example in power stations. Workers there
endured snow storm conditions. More common nowadays is a condition called
mesothelioma, which is cancer of the pleura (the outer lining of the lungs and
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internal chest wall). Malignant mesothelioma is a rare form of cancer that can
take between 50 and 60 years to manifest itself.
Today, there are drugs available that can delay the onset. Following diagnosis,
life expectancy is normally 5 years. ‘One off’ exposures are unlikely to cause
disease. This means that people working in trades (with regular exposure) are
most at risk.
HSE Campaign:
The increased risk to trades people prompted the HSE’s massive campaign –
which is still available on the HSE website – in 2007/08. The ‘You are more at
risk than you think’ Campaign targeted 80,000 contractors. Despite this, more
people are dying each day from asbestos exposure than being killed on the
roads.
Legislation:
Of course, asbestos legislation is not new. The first was in 1931 and yet 80
years or so later, we’re still amending asbestos legislation. A big step change in
asbestos legislation came in 2002 with the duty to manage in non-domestic
premises. Prior to this, proactivity was not required and there was no
presumption that asbestos is present.
The Control of Asbestos at Work Regulations (CAR) 2012 didn’t change much
of CAR 2006. The requirements:
 Identification
 Risk assessment
 Method statement
 Condition monitoring
 Management plans and
 Notifying licensed work
are all still there. Licensed work is normally the most hazardous and requires
the completion of an ASB5 and 14 days notification to the Enforcing Authority
(prior to start on site). Waivers are given in certain circumstances.
CAR 2012 – Key Change – ‘NNWL’:
Under CAR 2006 there were 2 classes of work with asbestos:
 ‘Licensed’ including:
 Asbestos Insulation Board (AIB) is normally always licensable and
notifiable.
 Artex if it has to be scraped off, then the work would be licensable.
 ‘Non-licensed’ including:
 AIB if it involves short-term work, i.e. one hour duration (exempt).
 Artex because it is a lower risk material and if it can be removed
intact then the work would be non-licensable.
 Floor tiles which typically contain a small amount of asbestos i.e. 34%.
CAR 2012 brought in a new ‘middle’ class of work referred to as:
‘Notifiable, Non-Licensed Work’ (NNLW),
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What are the Requirements for NNLW?
 Notification to HSE using the online portal (however, the 14 day lead in
period is not required).
 Statutory requirement to monitor exposure and keep health records
(exposure monitoring) for operatives undertaking NNLW, minimum of 4
years retention of certificate. A representative number of asbestos jobs
should be monitored.
 Statutory requirement for operatives undertaking NNLW to be under
medical surveillance (3-yearly examinations).
A General Practitioner (GP) can do the health surveillance for NNLW. An
Employment Medical Advisory Service (EMAS) registered physician is required
to carry out surveillance for licensed work.
What about the ACoP L143?
The ACoP L143 hasn’t yet been revised to account for the changes. Duty
holders achieve compliance in the meantime using the information published on
the
HSE
website,
the
Regulations
themselves
(available
at
www.legislation.gov.uk ), must be considered in line with the existing ACoP.
What is required under NNLW?
 Equipment including Type H Vacuum (DOP tested every 6 months).
 PPE and RPE (fit-testing)
 Employers and public liability cover for work with asbestos (excluded from
most general policies).
 A means of decontamination following works.
Application of NNLW under CAR 2012:
Factors to be considered:
 Type of asbestos and is it friable?
 How firmly the asbestos is bonded in a matrix.
 Materials condition i.e. has the material been damaged or is it in a poor
condition, for example, due to flood or fire damage?
 Is removal or maintenance work being planned that is likely to
disturb/destroy the asbestos containing material (ACM)?
 Aggravating factors e.g. the material is a higher risk non-matrix bound
material such as asbestos insulation board (AIB) or paper.
 Mitigating factors i.e. the material is lower risk such as floor tiles or
bitumen sink pads.
A Member described his own job which involves drains and pipe laying. Pipes
containing asbestos fibre are broken up when being laid and removed. The
fibre must be contaminating the soil? Nick commented that there is currently
very little guidance on this issue. However, there might be some existing
guidance being reviewed next year which would cover land contaminated with
asbestos fibre. Meanwhile, broken pipe nuggets can be handpicked and
properly disposed of, in which case the remaining soil can be disposed of as
non-hazardous waste. This waste method is, of course, cheaper than disposal
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of hazardous waste. This situation would be treated as NNLW and there would
be no requirement to wait 14 days. The NNLW Form can only be completed
on-line and sent to the HSE.
A Member asked whether asbestos sheets, removed without breaking or
damaging, would be non-notifiable? Nick suggested that if it’s likely to break
and there is a chance of breaking it, then it would be classed as NNLW.
Roger Caleb, from the National Grid, asked about his Company’s changeover to
new metering. Some of the meters are mounted on products (e.g. shelves),
that contain asbestos fibre. Does each meter removal require a separate
notification to the HSE? Nick replied that if it is an asbestos cement product
then it may be possible to remove under controlled conditions with sufficient
training and protection. BUT if it is AIB, Nick recommends that National Grid
and other employers use a licensed contractor in these circumstances.
Are there any Changes Regarding Surveys under CAR 2012?
Yes…
 Type 2 Survey has been changed to ‘Management Survey’.
 Type 3 Survey has gone.
What about Training?
Nothing really changed since 2006.
There are 3 legally required training categories under CAR:
 Asbestos awareness training for all general trades at risk of coming
across asbestos. Training can be the full course first time round, followed
up with annual refreshers in the style of a tool box talk.
 Non-licensed training for all employees carrying out non-licensed and
NNLW work. This training should consist of theory as well as practice
 Licensed asbestos work training for all employees carrying out licensed
asbestos work.
See ACoP L143 for further information about asbestos training. Basically,
nothing has changed since ’06. Asbestos training providers should be
members of IATP and/or UCATA (affiliated).
The HSE look to these
organisations for competency training in higher risk situations.
A Member reminded colleagues present that under CDM Regs the client is
required to provide certain information including that relating to the presence of
ACM’s.
This concluded Nick’s presentation and the audience were asked to show him
their appreciation in the usual way.
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October Members’ Corner
The Undercover Killer!
Steve Parton
Axa Insurance Risk Control Surveyor and
BHSEA Council Member
Mystery solved…..
Dally introduced the Member’s Corner speaker for today, Steve Parton,
speaking on the subject of Carbon Monoxide poisoning!
What is Carbon Monoxide?
Steve reminded us that carbon monoxide (CO) is a colourless, odourless and
tasteless gas that is slightly lighter than air. It has ‘affectionately’ been called
‘The Hidden Killer’ and it is a subject that is often ignored by businesses as well
a homeowners.
Steve then led us into a ‘transcendental state’ by
asking everyone to close their eyes while he
described a typical day for most of us. Everything
is normal and then suddenly...the ‘Undercover
Killer’ strikes! Entering your home and everything
begins to change! Steve aroused us from our
trance by sounding the alarm of a CO detector.
CO, like fire, is a risk in the home, but very few
homeowners have installed a detector. And don’t
forget that it can and does kill! Between 250 and
280 have been killed at work and 50 or so in the
home.
What are the Symptoms of CO Poisoning?
Symptoms are described as being flu-like and have therefore often been
attributed to something else. Effects are similar to those of a hangover, which
also leads to misdiagnosis.
How does CO Occur?
Steve explained that CO is produced by appliances
and vehicles or equipment burning fuels e.g. oil
burners; wood burners; paraffin heaters (used
frequently in garden centres/nurseries); petrol /
diesel used in garages; diesel generators; charcoal
burners and so on.
CO Poisoning Recent Cases:
Steve described several cases of CO poisoning
(see BHSEA website www.bhsea.org.uk for further
information), including a case in 2007 involving a
father and his son at Tewksbury RFC. Following
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severe flooding, Bram Lane (64) and his son Chris (27) were using a diesel
generator to pump water out of a basement cellar area (confined space) when
they were overcome by CO fumes.
What can we all do to avoid CO Poisoning?
 Sweep chimneys.
 Fit an audible CO detector in high risk rooms in the house, i.e. rooms with
a gas fire; gas appliances (e.g. in the hall) and possibly the bathroom, and
make sure that the detector is tested at recommended intervals. Steve
directed Members to a website that provides some basic information with
regards to CO detector positioning within rooms:
http://www.co-bealarmed.co.uk/how-to-stay-safe/fitting-an-alarm

 Put your boiler in the garage.
What about the Workplace?
 Prepare a CO risk assessment (Steve commented that he had never seen
one in all the premises he had visited during the course of his work).
 Check the HSE website to learn more.
 Buy one (good idea as a gift) for Christmas!
Roger Caleb from the National Grid mentioned that the need for fitting CO
detectors is important now because homeowners are turning on gas fires for the
first time in a long time due to the cold weather. Roger added that people can
ring the National Grid on 0800 111 999 for National Grid to come out and check
for CO.
Mark Hoare, Health and Safety Manager at the University of Birmingham, and
BHSEA Management Committee Member noted that unlike other detectors
such as the domestic fire alarm, the CO detector unit has to be changed every 5
years.
Hot off the Press….The Staffs & Shropshire Working Well Together Group is
offering low cost limited places on Asbestos Awareness Training Courses to
small businesses at only £10 per delegate! The courses are being delivered by
UKATA Registered trainer Dean Platt of Asbestos Training Solutions on the
27th or 30th November 2012. 8.30 am start or 1 pm start.
BOOK NOW! As places are limited to 2 per company.
For further information call: Dan Sale on 01782 326690 or Barbara Cliff on
01782 602306 or email:
dan.sale@purplecowtraining.co.uk or barbara.cliff@hse.gsi.gov.uk
….and finally…………

 Remember to check the BHSEA website www.bhsea.org.uk for copies of our
Speakers slides and any notes supporting the presentations.
 Health and Safety Guidance Sheet ‘Controlling Silica when Disc Cutting Roof
Tiles’ is available from the National Federation of Roofing Contractors
Limited (NRFC). Email www.nfrc.co.uk The dry cutting/grinding of roof
tiles/slates or other masonry based items is to be banned from the 1st
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October 2012, and Stihl Saws and angle grinders must not be used without
dust suppressant.
 Bob Hope of BHPMS Health and Safety Services tells us that there is a
FREE event being run by the HSE on Tuesday 20th November at the
National Motorcycle Museum. The event is for those interested in welding
and fume extraction. Book your place by email at
http://www.hse.gov.uk/events/fumefocus.htm?ebul=hsegen&cr=8/1-oct-12

 BHSEA hosted a Stand in conjunction with Safety Groups UK (SGUK) at the
National Motorcycle Museum Health and Safety Regional Midlands Show on
the 12/13th September. There were an encouraging number of visitors to the
Stand and interest not only in joining BHSEA but joining one of the other
national Groups. Further details, including photographs are available on the
BHSEA website www.bhsea.org.uk The Secretary is hoping for some fresh
blood! If you know anyone who would like to join either BHSEA or any of the
national safety groups, get in touch with the Secretary or go direct to the
BHSEA website for an application form and for further information about
what BHSEA can do for you.
 Do you have a flair for producing eye catching flyers/posters/advertising
material?..Or does your son/daughter need a school project? Birmingham
City Council and BHSEA are organising a health and safety competition for
Birmingham Schools and we need some help with producing eye catching
advertising material to attract young students. Get in touch with the
Secretary.

Date of the next Meeting
2.00 pm on Monday 12th November 2012
at the Birmingham Medical Institute

ROBUST on-line business continuity planning
tool
Dr. Jim Glockling , Technical Director,
Fire Protection Association.
and

Members’ Corner
Peter Bowers of
International Construction Design and Management Ltd.
Topic – ‘How’s Your Han Chinese?’
Don’t forget the
8 buffet lunch at 1.15 pm!

